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EARTHLINES
Solstice

 

Summer ~ 2019

 Today Earth stands still:
           continue rotating closer and closer to the sun?
           or turn away towards shadow?
Earth always turns.
There is a time for light
and a time for shadow work.
 
Today I turn my face away from the sun
 and my shadow comes into view.
All form has shadow.
And the play between shadow and light
in the realm of form
is what we call beauty.
 

 
I look out my window
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and see a shimmering iridescence
in the form of tiny hummingbirds.
Perched on a green branch in dappled light
this dance between hidden and seen
is a continuing genesis of Life.
 
Today, welcome turning toward the dark,
celebrating the indivisible womb in which life gestates.
Imagine Mother’s arm circling round,
like a great embracing umbra,
gently pulling us back toward her generative lap.
A hand moves across our brow,
closing eyes against summer’s coming fire,
releasing dreams and the bravery
to wrestle old demons into surrender of their shadowy gifts.
 
Join ancient wisdom,
turning radiance back to dissolution.
It is from the invisible that beauty springs,
surprising us
with births
 truly new.
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 Eye of God: https://www.bing.com/th?id=OIP.qIEZr-G6dEdZKF6EUSWdugAAAA&w=212&h=119&c=7&o=5&dpr=1.15&pid=1.7

 

Humming bird: https://www.bing.com/th?id=OIP.hzTaE8lODocsg5xuNv1JvwHaE7&w=274&h=179&c=7&o=5&dpr=1.15&pid=1.7
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Skyline EARTHLINES

 

 If you believe you receive a benefit from this, and the work we do, a donation would be gratefully accepted. You can make a

tax deductible donation  at our website. You are welcome to print or make a copy in electronic form for personal use or sharing

with interested persons as long as the copyright notice is not removed or altered. Please do not print it in any other publication,

or sell it, by itself or as part of another work, without express written permission of the author. You can access all prior issues of

EARTHLINES at http://skylineharvest.org/our-work/earthlines-online-journal/
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